CREATURES FROM THE WATER: German submarine leads captured cruiser to its death

The German submarine, whose captain was described as a "_brave"_ and "_skilled"_ seaman, led the captured cruiser to its death.

The cruiser was sunk by the submarine, which was commanded by Captain Karl Heidemann. The submarine had been in the area for several days, searching for the cruiser.

The submarine, with its crew of 80, approached the cruiser at dawn, and the cruiser's crew was taken prisoner. The submarine then turned and headed back towards the German port.

The cruiser, which had been on patrol in the area, was unable to escape the submarine. The cruiser's captain, Captain Hans von Dorn, ordered his crew to abandon the ship.

The cruiser was then sunk by the submarine, which had been lying in wait for the cruiser's return.

The submarine, with its crew of 80, then turned and headed back towards the German port.
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